
AQUALISA QUARTZ SIMPLY A BETTER SHOWER CASE STUDY

Case Overview â€¢ Aqualisa is a UK shower manufacturer: a strong reputation, a premium brand & great service. â€¢
Aqualisa has invested 

They could sell Quartz as an improvement over the Aquastream. Is it a warm afternoon, a lovely sunset or a
light dinner. In Aqualisa case, Harry Rawlinson, managing director of Aqualisa, gives us an example that even
with new significant shower product Quartz, which seems to be perfect in every aspect, they cannot make a
relative progress in U. Tell your guests you're now having a memory game Are there only females. That 's
right, all the bodily fluid from each member is coming right off them onto that floor. I have also heard guys
say that ejaculation raises blood pressure and offers better results, so the floor may also be full of that Next is
urine. It would require a high initial investment for running a one or two year large-scale campaign and would
not ensure a success. It was the Aquavalve technology basically. The product described by one of the
customers a plumber is a 'push-fit-connect-you're done' shower and offers the customers 'what they the
plumbers want'. Situation Analysis a. Consequently advertisers use colour, text, images, language and layout
to fight for the reader's attention, so that they can influence the viewer's opinion of their product and therefore
persuade them to buy their product rather than any other. They are price-sensitive, with exception of luxury
builders, and usually have relationships with independent plumbers who install a product they developers
selected. They are present in all above segments. The above calculations therefore clearly show the advantage
of Quartz shower to the plumber. Let 's face it, LOTS of men will pee in the shower, aim right down the drain,
sounds hygienic. On the downside, the time-gap between the time when they sold and installed showers and
the time when it would reach consumers could be big. It provides efficient and reliable water pressure and
temperature, needs less space in bathroom, has a stylish looking and is easy to use and install. Demonstrations
should be clear and logical to the plumbers, in order to outline the biggest advantage of the new showers â€”
ease and quickness of installation. Targeting Strategy 4. In other two and total sales they lack behind. The
shower provides significant improvements in terms of quality, cost, and ease of installation. Food When
speaking about food think at the whole room full of guests. It is disgusting Seriously, Don 't. The advert I have
chosen to analyze is the 'Original Source' shower gels advert They focused on the niche market, by only
carrying high-end products and brands, so they provided great opportunity to Aqualisa, which actually
competed in that segment. Masco company was especially powerful in the power showers segment, where
they have more sales than Aqualisa. It is good to play games at the beginning as icebreakers. They are
provided to help guide your thinking and to ensure that you have not left out critical issues in your analysis. Or
you can see some gentlemen, children maybe old relatives Introduction Aqualisa is a UK shower
manufacturer. Value customers wanted to "Do-It-Yourself", and disliked excavation. Managing Director
Harry Rawlinson set a goal of selling to units of Quartz showers a day to break through to the mainstream. Yet
the sale of the product was not picking up. The company is faced with some key issues about whether to
change the channel strategy, promotional strategy, and the overall positioning of the product niche or a
mainstream product in the context of their existing product line They focus on product availability and not
technical advice. Electric showers led sales in this channel. Ultimate Memory Game!. Value segment are
mainly customers who are primarily concerned with convenience and price. It was easy to use and enabled
customers to automatically set the water temperature instead of having to manually set and then test the water
temperature for multiple times.


